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{ Hush 

chk Gabbe! “Te third anniversary of President John F. Kennedy’s deathsfound: » M Americagesitcreasingly skeptical of’ the~ Warren Commission Be. ‘port. This is due, in part, to the ceaseless work of the critics: It is due salso to the magnitude of the event, which even now, three years later, still seems unreal. . “ That the head of state could be assassinated by a well-organized con- spiracy “makes sense.” That the President could be struck down almost casually by a psychotic, acting alone, is difficult to accept. That a second, ’ psychotic, acting alone, could walk into a police building two days later: and kill the assassin overwhelms the imagination. ; oot Fiction must have some credibility to be accepted. Life often defies, logic, and history is marked by “senseless” events. The Warren Com- mission, after a long and intensive Investigation, came to the conclusion , that Lee Harvey Oswald, alone, killed President Kennedy, and that Jack. _ Ruby, alone, killed Oswald. . Although the pattern of events in Dallas almost defied belief, the Commission’s verdict was widely accepted at the time and the na-; . tion was relieved. Rational people of whatever political persuasion were grateful that political life in this country had not degenerated to the point that any group of dissidents would organize a conspiracy to kill the President of the United States. There was general relief that no. , evidence linked the assassin with any conspiracy beyond our borders. But as the nation recovered from shock, doubts about the Report. , began to arise, stimulated by a growing band of critics. Many of the critics could be dismissed as self-seekers and purveyors of sensationalism, ; for money. Others who began with honest skepticism that the Commis? sion had done a thorough job succumbed to the heady intoxication of . publicity, and their charges and speculations took on the character of _ hallucinations. 
. _ Yet all the critics cannot be dismissed. Persons of solid professional ‘ eminence, like Alexander Bickel, Professor of Law at Yale University, a _ have reservations about the Warren Report, and these reservations 

A new investigation along the lines suggested by Rep. Theodore R.; Kupferman of New York would serve the public interest. He has pro- posed an inquiry by a joint Senate-House committee. Such an inves- tigation need not be a reflection upon the Warren Commission,. although we agree thoroughly with the indignation of the Commission personnel at many of the careless—and sometimes sinister—charges made against the Report. 
A new investigation, if it confirms the essential findings of the. “Commission, will not satisfy some of the critics, who by now have an ‘emotional, and it is fair to say, an almost neurotic drive in provin.-” that the Warren Commission perpetrated a massive fraud. Others’ m 
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